

























































































































































government in Iran. 
the  
demonstration  took place yesterday at noon 
by

































































remaining  five 
deans could 


























 admissions policy. 
This policy gives students a 
longer










 of admissions 
and records. 
That 
process,  however, also 
results in a belated 
admissions 
process
 where students are not
 
notified as 
early  as they would like 
to be, and 





















 out, yes. It 
speeds up 
the admission's
 process in 
some ways 
because it allows 
students
 interested in 
coming  here 
and with the 
credentials  to 
come  
here,
 and not wait. We should
 use the 
process





system  used  at 
SJSU is a slow
 
process. 
"If we're slow, and 
the evidence 
is 
pretty  clear, we 
should  do 
something about
 it," he continued.
 
"People
 don't like 
to wait for 
notification
 of their acceptance.
 
They get 











money  since the 
whole  system is 
run by enrollment
 figures." 






million cut predicted 
By Scott Shdrel 
"It's looking uglier and uglier," 
was one student leader's
 description 
of next year's California State 
University




lobbyist for the California State 
Student
 Association, said CSU 
students face 
an uncertain future 
offering no 




Gov. Edmund G. 
Brown Jr.'s 
annual
 May revison of next year's 
budget 
proposal  is now projecting a 
$3.3 billion defecit, Richards 
said. 
"Directives have gone 
out from 
the 
governor) everywhere, for 
everyone to start
 cutting," he said, 
but pointed out the many 
variables  
in the situation. 
"We have no idea
 what students 
will be paying," Richards said. 
The student 
association  has 
voted to endorse a recent recom-





which would tie fees 
to
 state support. 
CSU students 
would pay 20 to 30 
percent  of the state support 
for  each 
student 
per year. The state
 con-
tributes
 an average of 
$3,000  to each 
student's higher education
 cost. 
That formula would result in 
SJSU 
student's
 paying between $150 
and $300 next semester. 
But 
Richards warned that 
"rumors are going 
around all over 
the place" in Sacramento where the 
CSSA lobbyists
 are based. 




 with many of the 
representatives  of the various
 state 
agencies. 
Some in Sacramento 
have 
predicted a 
$400 million cut in 
California higher 
education  $100 
million from
 the CSU system, 
Richards said. 
Last year the system was cut by 
$22 million and the 
board  of trustees 
levied a "one
 time" surcharge of 
$46  
per student. 
Richards said the surcharge will 
likely continue into the next year. 
But the student lobbyist said 
most
 of the significant 








his  May 
revision last 
week,  "the 
governor  
gave 
up  he threw 








year's  budget minus 
any
 




Many of the 
variables  that could 
affect 
the budget won't 
be known 
until the June 
primaries. At that
 
time voters will decide
 on three 
ballot measures








5,6  and 7. The first 
two,
 if voted for, 
would repeal




 have predicted a 
$340 million 
loss
 if that happens. 
Proposition 7, also called Jarvis 
III, would extend indexing of state 
income tax. The tax would be ad-
justed annually to inflation and is 
predicted to cost the state another 
$120 million. 
The student association is op-
posing all three measures. 
Since 
the state constitution 
prohibits  deficits of more 
than 
$300,000 the legislature 
would  have 
to cut 
services or increase other 
taxes to make up the money. 
One possibility leaders in 
Sacramento are "serously
 looking 
at,"  Richards said, is the oil 
severence tax. 
That would raise $500 
million.
 
After toying with the idea for 
months, Richards said Brown could 
soon make a move for endorsement 













After a series of open and secret 
ballots yesterday the 
Instructionally
 
Related Activities committee voted 
6-1-1 to allow the
 press to sit through 
their final meeting of the year. 
Twice the committee asked the 
Spartan Daily reporter to leave 
peaceably 
before voting to recon-
sider their earlier 










note:  This is the 




 stress among 
faculty  members. 
Part  one looks at 
problems facing 
part-time  teachers and 
those
 











 stays busy. 
She teaches three 
composition  courses for SJSU's English 
department. She also 
teaches




 works 13 hours: 
some weeks she 
reads  and 
corrects 90 compositions.
 She is rasing 
a pre-schooler and 
;mother
 child is noticeably on the
 way. 
Heifferson's life 






 will keep her,
 she is reminded 
each 
Nemester 












Enrollment  drops 
and
 
budget cuts hit 
the temporary 
part-timers  first and 
hardest. 
"It is 
a tragedy in 
many ways 
that
 they work 
at the whim 
of 
enrollment,"  
Academic  Vice 
President  Hobert










lecturers  serve 








teachers  to do 
committee 
work, research









fluctuates,  it is 
easier for 
administrators




 .1 I:. ta hire and 
layoff









when  a 
permanent
 position 

















 it's perfect 






 don't have 




have jobs in the 
business world. 








When Heifferson was finishing
 graduate school at SJSU in 
1977, she imagined she
 would some day be a full 
professor  of 
English. She now 
says that was an "unrealistic"
 goal. Without a 
Ph. D., she wouldn't even 
by seriously considered for a tenured 
position and
 the job market is so tight she
 doesn't think going on 
to get her doctorate 





departments  at SJSU haven't hired any 
tenure
-track 
professors in more 
than 12 years.) 
But she 
stays  at SJSU teaching 
English  IA, IS, writing 
workshop and other
 composition courses for the experience.
 
Heifferson's  philosophy has been to 
work hard and stand out and 
then get a 
good
 department reference. That,  
plus here SJSU 
teaching experience 
will
 help her get a job at a community
 
college, she hopes. But right
 now opportunites are limited
 at 
that level too, Ileifferson said. 
There are dozens
 of teachers in various
 departments with 
situations 
similar
 to Heifferson's. They want 
to teach and 
temporary
 status is the only game in town. 
continued
 on page 4 
allow the press in the meeting. 
The IRA committee makes 
recommendations to SJSU 
President Gail Fullerton on 
which 
groups should get how much of the 
$278,000 fund. 
The money comes from a $5 
semester fee levied on students. The 
state kicks in $37,500. 
The Daily will give a detailed 
account 
of
 the committee's 
recommendations 
tomorrow. 
Yesterday was the last in a 
series of meetings that began last 
month. At the first meeting 
the 
committee voted to allow the  press 
to sit through all the 
meetings.  
But then at last week's con-
ference the group 
reversed
 itself and 
voted not to allow the press ad-
mittance
 to the final deliberations. 
A state assemblyman on 
Monday said he was outraged at the 
decision and said he would call 
Fullerton to demand accountablity. 
But Hobert Burns, academic 
vice president, told the IRA com-
mittee to disregard all pressures 
from 
the administration, state 
assemblyman or the 
Daily itself and 
make a decision
 on its own. 




 a representative of 
the 
administration, then 




 the reporter 
refu.sed  to 
budge citing the state 
open meeting 
laws as 
reason to stay. The 
com-
mittee eventually 
decided not to call
 
the police
 or postpone the 
meeting, 
the 




 May 19 
1982
 
forum   
Reagan's 
gutting  the 
FCC 
The proposal by the Reagan Administration to 
deregulate Federal Conununiciation Commission 
controls of radio in 
favor  of the marketplace deter-
mining any guidelines, if at all, is another blatant 
attempt that can only hurt, if not destroy, the rights of 
Amercians to be effectively
 served by one of the 
nation's most vital and necessary mediums. 
The move is in effect a 
smokescreen
 by Reagan to 




The logic is that deregulation means less govern-










 the flow of 
information  available 
to the 
public 
while  at the same 
time
 eliminating any 
control 
or input 
from the public 




 is proposed is the 




guidelines,  the ending 
of the practice of 
detailed  
program logs 









 amounts to a 
wholesale 
slaughter
 of the 
regulations
 that keep 
commercial 
television  from 
becoming 
one big 
conglomeration  of 
programming  
unaccountable to 
the  public interest. 
Are
 radio stations 
losing money? 
Is this another 
government 
bail -out designed





answer  is no. 
Deregulation  is 
simply
 a way to 
improve the profit






 radio in 
San  Francisco 
which 
was  recently sold 
for  $15 million 
while  just a few 
years
 ago the same
 station sold for
 a paltry $6 
million.  
Losing money 




the radio industry 
given  the limited numoer ot radio 
stations. 
Losing hard earned
 and much deserved legislation 
designed over the years 
by Congress through the FCC 
is but another example of 
Reagan's  policy of "trim-
ming the fat" at the 
expense
 of the public and for the 
benefit of corporate America. 
The Radio Act of 1927. the forerunner
 of today's 
FCC,
 was 
established  on 
the 
basis that the airwaves 
belong  to the 
public.  Unlike 
newspapers, 
radio  is 
restricted














 the medium 
by
 the advertisers
 and slowly 
grew  into 
a 
comprehensive  
system  of 







During  the past
 year -and -a















will lead to 
the eventual
 























 would be 



















management  and 
community 
leaders  to 
determine
 what 
needs  can be 
filled









 "in the public
 interest" is the
 required 
program log.
 Destined for the
 scrap heap, the 
log is a 
public record 
that  can be 
compared







This FCC rule 
enables  concerned citizens
 to 
challenge 




examination  of the log to 
determine if the 
station is following 
guidelines and is 




 of the radio industry,
 if 
eliminated,
 can only hurt the
 public's interst in 
ob-
taining a 
fair balance of news and 
entertainment  and 
information 
in the public interest 
which  reflects the 
needs of the 
community. 
At a time when more 




 compliance with 
existing  FCC rules, it 
is 
disheartening to 
find the elimination of 
these protec-
tions  going down 
with





 of the deregulation




 must be retained 
so that program-
ming continues to 
benefit the American public.
 
Considering the 




revenues  for 
maintaining






Ownership of radio 
and television stations 
is a 
privilege, not a 
right, enjoyed by the 
electronic  media. 
But 
it seems that the
 "in the public 
interest" 
philosophy
 inherent in U.S. 









Spartan  Daily 












 to our 

























 Letters should be submitted to 





by mail to  the 
Mailbag, do the Spartan Daily, San
 
Jose State University,
 125S. Seventh 
















 Only the 
name, 
major  and 
class 
standing  




Spartan  Daily 
reserves the
 
right  to limit
 the 




 after a 
sufficient
 






































 of the 
writer  or 
organization  
and will 


































of the Forum 













Editor  at 
the  Spartan
 Daily 
office,  or 
by mail.
 The 



































 but it 
failed to give




Naturally  we'd all 




and agree to 
disarm  all nuclear 
weapons,
 but the U.S. has 
a 
reputation  for 
dragging  its feet and 
the
 Soviet Union has a 
goal  to make 
the world 
communist,  so the 
solution 
to disarmament is 
not that simple. 
Nuclear 
disarmament  
will  take 
time, 




from  the U.S., the 





suggested,  one being 
the  disarming 
of 
weapons, one-by -one, on a 
neutral 
island 





possibly  a better 
solution, 
would be to set a 
quota  on 
the number 
of nuclear warheads 
that  a country could 
have at any one 
time. 
This plan
 would be beneficial to 
the U.S. in that 
the government 
could build
 a balanced 
force  with its 
already proposed




the older, outdated 
versions. 
The Soviets would have 
to 
choose between
 scrapping their 
massive (number and
 megaton:  
nage)
 Inter -continental 
Ballistic  
Missiles 
for their newer, 
more ac-
curate warheads 









The Soviets and the 
U.S.  would 
have to decide which weapons
 have 
priority  and which 
are  just wasted 
money. 
When one of 
these proposals is 
carried 
out,  further negotiations
 
could
 take place to lower the
 total 
number of nuclear 
weapons  even 
further. 







editorial.  Though 
emotional 
appeal  is a very 








 is as simple 
as 
taking apart
 all nuclear 
weapons,  
though 


















 with your 
response 
to
 Ms. Weeks' letter. 
Although
 I do not begrudge your 
opinion, I 
believe that your 
patronizing  attitude
 only per-







I happen to have very pale skin 
and I use it. I don't 
have  to worry 
about uneven
 tans, unsightly strap 
marks, or worst
 of all, sunburns. 
I also notice that I 
do not sit at 
home 
weekends  waiting for  a tall, 
tan hunk like you to call me because 
I do not have
 a tan myself. You are 
obviously the type of person who 
judges 
someone's  social prestige by 
how much Coppertone they wear. 
Although tans look very at-
tractive on some people, the damage 
done to the skin by the
 sun is not 
worth the trouble. Tanning without 
protection of a sun
-screen can be 
very damaging to the skin. 
This opinion is supported by 
many dermatologists and skin care 
experts. So, while 
you are soaking 
up all that Vitamin D, you are also 
soaking up the sun's cancer causing, 
ultra -violet rays which will per-
manently 
damage  your skin even 
after your tan fades! 
Exposing 
your  skin to the sun as 
a "year round delight" is abusing 
your skin despite what
 you might 
think.
 Although I do not walk around 
in my down jacket
 all semester, I 
also refuse to put on a bathing suit or 
short
 shorts and sit on a lawn for 
hours baking 
myself.  
I enjoy sunny days like 
everyone  
else,
 but I do not strive for society's 
ideal of beauty 
by tanning. So, Mr. 
Dempster, when we are both 
thirty 
or so, my 
skin
 may  look like a 
currant 
white raisin)

















































































































































































































Day('  Leis,11, 
Mike
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continued from page 1 
A proposal
 to cut Medi-Cal by 
$250 million 
is being 





If any of the 




 have just seven 
days to juggle 
the 
budget
 and have a 
proposal on the 
governor's
 desk by 
June 15. 
The primaries
 are on June 8. 
The student 
association  is "working" 
to 




tax would cut private 
property taxes but 
increase  commercial and 
industrial rates. 
If it was passed 
the  state would gain $1.9 
billion in 
revenues. 
But nearly 200,000 signatures 
are  needed 
by June 
16
 to get the inititave on the fall 
ballot.
 Richards said 30,000 signatures a week 
















 the CSU's offices in 
Washington D.C. 




 nothing will be certain until 
June 15, when the 1982-1983 budget bill is due 
on the governor's desk for signing, Richards 
added an 
ominous note: 














By Cindy Maro 
The 1982-83 
Academic  Senate elected 
three officers 
at
 its meeting Monday. 





professor, in the 
race for the vice-chairman 
seat. Tidwell automatically will become 
senate chairman in 1983-84. 
Ted Norton, political science professor, 
assumed his chairman position for 1982-83 
after serving as vice chairman this year. 
In the second election, Ray Pimentel, 
foreign 
languages
 professor, beat Arthur 
Regan of the English 
Department  in the 
competition for secretary. 
Peter
 Buzanski, history, was elected 
chairman of the committee on committees 
after defeating Dave Smith, 
marketing
 and 
quantitative studies, and Margaret Jacobson, 
nursing. 
Nominees for these 
positions  were 
selected by senators Ruth Yaffe, George 
Sicular and Roy Young, who were appointed 
nominating committee members by Dave 
McNeil, 1981-82 senate 
chairman.  
All 1982-83 senators present at Monday's 
meeting were eligible to vote. 
After the election, Tidwell explained why 
he sought the seat of chairman elect. 
Graduation
 precipitates panic 
"I'm so anxious to see the
 role of the 
senate
 made very real in the time of collec-
tive bargaining," he said. 
Tidwell said Academic 
Senate  policy 
issues may overlap with collective 
bargaining 
issues,  and he hopes to protect the role of the 
senate "as fully as possible."
 




 firm policies that protect academic 
freedom" and adopt policies that 
would  help 
prevent
 lay-offs. 




 for 1981-82 and has 
served on the senate for 










Mavis  Trimble 
Some 





time of the 






 and about 
their 








 workshop of 
the semester to 








in the S.U. 
Costanoan  





















 job hunting 
strategies.  
"It will be like all of the previous 
workshops, but a bit more," Allmen 
said. 
Effective interviewing techniques will be 
shown, as will the proper techniques for 
resume writing and use of the network 
system. 
"Now
 is a good time for this workshop," 
Alhnen said. "Students say 'oh no, I'm 





will hold a free concert 
at
 





281-2695  for more 
information. 
   
Sigma Nu Fraternity
 
will hold a Rush 
barbecue  
for 
anyone interested in 
joining a fraternity at 5:30 
today,
 155 S. Ilth St. Call 
279-9573 
for details. 
   
The Recreation 
Students Association will 
sponsor
 a Hot Dog bar-




at the 7th Street 
Spartan
 Daily 








































































.1elot vo  mid 






















uncomfortable  situation." 
According 
to
 Allmen, workshop 
par-
ticipants will be shown










 should increase 
their  odds for employment by 
being  actively 
and effectively 
involved  in job hunting. 
"It is not the
 best person for the job who 
gets the job," Allrnen said. 
"It's the person 


















































































Dailey Auditiorium. For 
more information
 call the 
program 
board  at 277-2807. 
   
Sigma  Nu Fraternity 
will have
 an open party 
from 
9 
p.m.  to 1 p.m.
 tomorrow 
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election  must be re -done 
By 
Cindy  Maro 
The election of the two California 
State 
University Academic Senate 
representatives must be re-done, the 
SJSU Academic Senate voted Monday 
after an hour-long debate in closed 
session. 
No date was set for the new elec-
tion, but Chairman Dave McNeil said 
the election will be held before the end 
of the semester. 
In closed
 session, senators 
questioned the validity of the May 3 
election results for the CSU Senate 
representatives.
 
McNeil said "at least a couple of 
the larger departments" had
 failed to 
turn in ballots before deadline. 
Ted Norton, vice chairman, blamed 
"administrative failures" for the 
problems with the election. 
Some 
department
 secretaries were 
confused 
about  where and 
when  the 
ballots should have been 




The senate announced May 3 that
 
William Gustafson of the Human 
Performance Department beat SJSU 




Nursing  Department, in the race
 for the 
CSU Senate 
seat
 that expires in 1984. 
Robert Wilson, 
Social  Science 
Program, had been ruled the winner
 of 
the CSU  Senate seat that 
expires  in 1985 
after defeating incumbent George 
Moore,
 history. 
The electorate will vote on the 
same nominees,
 who were chosen 
March 19 from the voters. 
All faculty are 
eligible to vote, as 
well as some 
administrators  and 
professional  staff 
members,



























































































































admissions in the school is 
running behind last year, 
percentage-wise. 
"The percentage of 
actions taken this year 
notifying students that 
they have been accepted or 
rejected) is slower 
than 
last year. They're (ad-
missions)  slower:' he said. 
The long-term effects 
of declining enrollment for 
Social Sciences, according 
to Wheeler, have and will 
be a reduction in teaching 
salaries 
and possible 







"know  all 
of the 
im-















 slow at 
sending  
transcripts
 to colleges," 
Hughey said. "Conditional 
admissions allows con-
ditions  for admissions," 
rferring to 
the  process 
where 
students
 are notified 
by admissions at an earlier 
date on acceptance or 
rejection. 








 the admissions and 
record's policy not to adopt 
conditional admissions. 
"I favor conditional 
admissions,"  Hughey said. 





resident  begins 
day  
with
 a song 
Ed Free, an 
SJSU  student, is shown practicing his guitar at 
830 in the inorning 
earlier






































 likes the 
echo in 
the  room. 
kinkoss  copies 





of your THESIS, RESUMES, and more! 
on our 100 Cotton Bond or other tine papers. 













San  Carlos 
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(as of May 6) 





















































































































































 of them 



















































































 created for 




they  are, they 
certainly











 would first 
have
 to be adopted 
by the entire 
California  
State University 
































stretches  into 
August.
 








 State, Fullerton 
State and 
Northridge  


























































doesn't  pay 
well.  
Frequently  a 
teacher
 will have




it,  bumped 
off
 the schedule
 at the 
last
 minute 




many  feel 
what

















But,  she 
added,





 give up easy.
 We believe 




rewards  don't come 
daily and 
not even from every




 three which works
 well or have a 
few good 
students,
 it's worth it." 
Heifferson said that 
it probably won't 
be enrollment 









 conceding to the 
commute and lack
 of security and pay. 
She
 qualified her prediction: 
"It's  a 
gut feeling, not a 
plan. Seven years, it 
beats the average by two." 



















Janet  Gilmore 
The ending of the 
school  year marks the end of a 
long  
semester, along
 with a mad dash to libraries 
and the 
Reserve
 Book room  any area available
 for some last-
minute cramming. 
But there's not need to despair, 
at least 400 students 
seeking study facilities. The 
Reserve Book room and the 
Wahlquist Library 
will be open for extended
 hours, 
providing 400 





Reiss said that 
in
 the old Reserve Book 
room  an influx 
of
 about 400 students occurred 
during finals. But with the 
Reserve Book 
room  located soley on the 
first floor of the 
'Nahlquist 
Library,there would 





































































































































































































 as follows: 
























are  the choice for everyone 






























 and all outdoor activities. 
CAMPBELL 








































































































































































































































































The fee for 





and 810 for exclusive sum-
mer  school 
students, 
Battle  said. 
"This fee is only paid 
by
 people who come 
in," he 
said, and these people





"A doctor won't let 




Battle said the reason for 
opening  this 
service in the summer 
is "there are a number 
of students who will 
need
 medical attention 
and we want to 
make
 sure they know they can
 
come
 over if they








work  at 
the 
service  
during the summer. 
Services provided by the student health 
service 




 include treatment of acute 
or sub-acute conditions, 
illnesses
 or injuries 
partially supported by the 
student  
service fee 
paid by students every 
semester.
 
Other basic services 
are: health 
education 
programs  and 
information,  
women's 
health,  men's health 
and evaluation 
and 





Augmented services are elective in 
nature, or those not
 required for acute or 
sub-
acute
 condition care,  such as allergy 
in-
jections. These services 
require a nominal 
fee. 
Allergy 
injections, for example, are $1 
each. A 





 plus $1 for each in-
jection needed. 
There is no charge 
for 





















$10 for two 
film x-rays

















sun god to do? Well, after Monday's unusually 
blustery  weather Tuesday --hang out. Catching a 
combination of rays, sleep, and study are, 





from left to  right, 
Douglas 















MOSCOW AP ) - Pr-
esident 
Leonid
 I. Brezhnev 










eads  talkssta beginteu    
butwit





















































 for the 
negotiations,  he 
proposed  a 
freeze 
on the 
model  - 
nization and 
deployment  of 
strategic weapons 
"as soon 










deployed  in 
areas  from 
which 
they could 


















to hold talks. 
"I 
think 






























































 Haig said. 
However, he said of 
Brezhnev's
 speech, "to the 
extent they the Soviets are 
willing to 
get into 
negotiations as early as 









willingness to talk 
was 









 the call for
 a 
nuclear 
weapons  freeze 
as
 








 call for 
freezing  
nuclear 
arms,  claiming 
it 


























































































































peared to be "based on the 
presumption
 that talks will 
be 
held," but 


















RANCISCO  (415) 
543  1610 
SAN JOSE 
(408)  286 6888 
SACRAMENTO  










































that  he and 
Reagan




country  this 
fall,  ap-
parently  in 




meet at the 
United  
Nations next







upcoming conference and 
said the 
Soviet
 Union "will 
do its utmost 
for the suc-
cess of the session." He 
gave no 
indication he 

















-First, the talks should 
not  provide "a cover" for 
continuing the arms race 
and should concentrate 
solely on reducing 
strategic armaments; 
-Second,
 both sides 












-Third, in a reference 






has  not 
ratified,
 both sides should 
"preserve 
everything 
positive that has been 
achieved 
earlier.  The talks 
do not start 
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cents  to $3. 
Summer  
hours  are 
8 a.m.


































Appointment hours are 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Monday through Friday and can be made by 
calling 
277-3329.
 For general information call 
277-2222. 
Two  week 
class in 
August  





A two-week all -day class in 
Washington  D.C., on 
"Formulation and 
implementation  of U.S. foreign 
policy" is being offered 
this  summer. Applications are 
available in the
 political science offices and
 are due 
May
 21. 
During the last two 
weeks of August, students
 will 
interact with scholars 




 representatives of 





 and impact of U.S. 
foreign  policy. 
Among the featured speakers in the forum at the 
Washington Center for 
Learning  Alternatives are 
Ambassador Donald F. McHenry, former  U.S. 
representative to the United 
Nations  during the Carter 




 economic affairs for the 
National
 Security Council and Ambassador
 David N. 
Newsom,  former Undersecretary of State
 for Political 
Affairs during the 
Carter  years. 
The cost for students
 who live on campus is $360. 
There's a race of 
men
 
that don't fir in, 
A race 
that can't stay still; 
So they break the
 hearts of kith 
and  kin, 
And they
 roast the 
world  at will. 
Robert Service' 
The Mea











below  the 
surface.
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 at the prices 
shown  
above  
of 5149 per 
speaker.  




















size  cabinets 
give


















 woes nu 
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speaker
 systems are rather 
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each,  for 
a 
total



































 they are NOT 
factory  seconds, they








 NEW. In 
many instances
 they
 are among 
the 
NEWEST
 MODELS  
AVAILABLE,
 











SPEAKERS,  we also have many 
other  




























get  a 
wide choice of recievers
 for $1. 
Limit:
 one receiver per 
customer!
 
In some brands, we 
have echoic.





 of some rriDdels are 
limited
 So 









 ratings shown 
above  are for both channels 
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)Windsurfers
 






Anyone can learn the basics 










Its history reads like the 









 Hawaii and 
will  be a 
participant
 in the 
Olympics,  
windsurfing
 is one of 
the fastest 
growing






was  designed in 
the late '60s 
and 
patented  in 1970 
by
 Hoyle Schweitzer




California  shop, 
they
 produced 
quite a few 
boards.  
But  despite 
having  a 
workable  
system,











the rights to 




Europe.  The 
sport  exploded 
overseas  and 





 years of 
European 
sales,  150,000 
boards 
were
 sold  
more
 than 20 




 that had been
 sold in the 
United  States. 
Windsurfing







-1970s  and took 
a side trip 
to Hawaii 
where  the 













theirs  is sailing 
the boards 
over  
the  tops of 
the






reach  heights 
of 20 to 30 
feet  off of the 
waves.  
Windsurfing









 will be 
raced  
in the 1984





 sport is 





















sail  off of, 











 with 150 
members 
is














windsurfing in Northern California. 
Fleet 44 owes its existence to a woman who changed 
her life to open a windsurfer dealership. 
"It's not the usual occupation for a 38 -year -old 
woman," Pat McQuade, owner of Windsurf
 California, 
said. 
McQuade put two sisters through 
school while 
working 
as a probation officer for the county. She decided 
to change careers three years ago to pursue her own 
business,  and opened the shop on a shoestring budget. 
"I had $3,000 and I started this store," McQuade said. 
In the beginning she had visions of being able to keep 
her own hours, run her own store and 
"scream  at all the 
people 
I wanted to." 
McQuade explained that all that never happened. She 
spends up to 16 hours a day in the store or out on business. 
In spite of the long hours, McQuade said she wouldn't 
give up running the store for
 anything. 
"It's satisfying experience," she said. "I could never 
do anything else. It lets me be creative. It lets me be in 
charge."
 
McQuade's success is linked to the growth of the sport 
in Santa
 Clara. 
"Windsurfing has been taking off ever since I got 
here," 
McQuade  said. 
"When I started, there were five windsurfers in Santa 
Clara. Now there are 
more than 400." 
She said the popularity is due to the number of 
available lakes
 to sail on and the relative ease in learning 
the sport. 
With a few hours of 
instruction,  anyone can learn 
enough to go out and have fun windsurfing. Physical 
ability is not a prerequisite for the
 sport. 
"You don't have to be an athelete to do this," 
McQuade said. 
Continued on page 12 












 at the 

















































Jim Kahula,  
(left),  
an 
instructor,  shouts 
advice 
to a 
beginner  Vince 
Giron




 unusual stance, Rich 
Coole  (below) takes a break on his board
 and sips 
a wine cooler. All these 
shots  were taken at the 
percolation
 ponds in Campbell, a popular 
place for 
windsurfers to learn and 
practice  because of the 
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Terry Majors practice 
"stepping
 






Sullivan  is 




 in a brothers'
 room, 
as
 he joins a 














 that reads 
Ivy Hall. 
The 
sign,  the 
unkept
 front 































Phi Beta Sigma. 
The 
Sigmas  are 

































 the house 
in 
February  and have 
been  fixing it up 
since  
Pledges
 helped active 
members  to clean 
up
 and renovate the
 nineteen rooms 
as part of 
their 
pledge  training 




walls  have 
received
 fresh coats 
of blue 
paint bordered in 
white, the two Sigma
 
colors. 
The 39 members 




rooms  in the 
Student
 Union for 
chapter
 meetings and




floor of the library
 to study, but the
 
house serves as a 
central meeting 








Street,  is 
usually  quiet 
in the 











 into the 
house 


















































































Pledging new members is a major part of 
the fraternity. Prospective 
members  must 
have a 2.5 college
 GPA "to go on the line" and 




 group of line 
brothers  (pledges) 
must prove 
themselves  by in-
corporating  the words  "ebony
 to 
represent 
the struggle of the 
black students 
on
 campus," according 
to Gerald Heard, an 
SJSU industrial 
technology  senior. 
In 
addition to learning 
the ropes of the 
Sigmas, pledges
 learn a favorite 
Sigma  ac-
tivity, 
"step  dancing." 




quick  dance 





 are a pride 
of the 
Sigmas
 as shown in 
their motto, 
"Culture  for 




























goods  and 
























also  find time








































































































 many students may be a 
little  tense, but never fear for the SJSU 
trumpet 
ensemble is available






majestic  tunes. Tuesday
 af-
ternoon
 the ensemble, 
lead by instructor 
Dave  
Burkhart, 










































































































































 a Federal Trade Commission 
rule requiring 
used car dealers to warn potential
 
customers 
when they might be getting  a lemon. 
If the full House follows
 suit, as generally ex-
pected, it would be the first 
congressional veto of an 
FTC 
rule.  
The regulation, strongly opposed by the used -car 
industry, 
would  require dealers to disclose all known 
defects in each car 
they  sell and to state whether the 
vehicle is covered by a warranty. 
Sen. Bob Packwood, R -Ore., chairman of the 
Commerce Committee and the chief Senate advocate 
of the used -auto rule, told colleagues that by vetoing 
the regluation "we are in essence saying to the public: 
we approve of shoddy dealers, we approve of cheats." 
"Most
 car dealers are honest. 
But  unfortunately, 
in every 




But critics of the 
regulation   including the 
Reagan administration  argued
 that the rule would 
only create burdensome new 
requirements for dealers. 
Some foes said the rule might 
force dealers to get all 
used cars inspected before
 offering them for sale, 
even
 
though inspections aren't spelled
 out in the rule. 
"This  rule will increase paperwork, it will increase 
the cost of cars to consumers and it will not solve the 
problems," said Sen. Larry Pressler, 
R-S.D. 
Congressional insiders said they anticipated the 











 the consumer agency has come under 
heavy congressional fire in 
recent years, yesterday's 
vote was the first test of a 1980 act in which 
Congress  
gave itself
 the power to overturn a commission
 rule. 
The rule, first proposed by the 
FTC  last August and 
scheduled to take effect May 27, would 
require  dealers 
to place a 
one-sheet "Used Car Buyers Guide" on car 
windows listing "major
 known defects." 
Dealers also would have to 
state whether the car 
had a full or limited warranty  and if so, what per-




The dealer would have the option of checking a 
"No Implied Warranty" box on the sheet stating the 
car was being sold "as is" and telling buyers they will 






















 in nearly 20 
years.  
Judge William
 Stone rejected a request for a 
restraining order 
to halt Thursday's plans for the official 
start of construction on a 1,000-bed prison in 
Tehachapi.  
An 
attorney representing 100 area residents con-
tended inconsistencies 
existed in an environmental im-
pact report and that consturction would 
hurt  schools and 
ground water.
 
The attorney general's office 
argued that a delay 
would cost 























 the Sunnu, 
I r -
More than 1,600 
minimum-  and medium -security 
prisoners already are housed at a prison in 
Tehachapi.  
The state intends to reserve the
 new $92 million units for 
maximum -security
 inmates. 
A hearing on a permanent injunction is scheduled 
June 1, but the case 
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a lot of 
pride.' -- Kurt 
DeVarona
 
Photos by Steve PanaJrt 
'Just
 
don't  make him out 
a hero, 
because  he's not.' 
--Coach













































































































































































































































































































































coach  Jerry 
Vroom, 
who  was 
packing  the 
team
 van for 
the  return 
trip










went  into 
the
 Pro Shop 





















For SJSU sprint star 
Ken Thomas, the track 
honors have mounted like a 
brush fire in a dry forest. 
Since his ina u guara I 
season in 1979, Thomas has 
become a three
-time PCAA 
champion in the 100
-meters 
and has been a part of the 
400-meter relay team that 
has also won the
 PCAA 




 ran the 
second leg of the 400-meter 
relay 
team that garnered 
All-American honors last 
year and
 finished fifth in 
the NCAA meet. 
He is a member of a 
Top 10 all-time Spartan list 




John Carlos and Tommie 
Smith. 
Thomas has also set a 
place for himself among
 
the top 
sprinters  in the 






Sanford,  Houston 
McTear,  
Clancy 
Edwards,  Eddie 
Hart 




been a good experience for 
Thomas, it is 
not the sport 










of track on 
his priority 
list. 
"It's been a long 
four
 
years of running here," 
Thomas said. "I've done 
just about 
all!
 wanted to do 
as far as winning cham-
pionships and awards.
 
"I've done a lot of 
things in football, but I'm 
not finished
 yet," he added. 
Thomas said that 
because of his build, 5
-foot 
10, and his speed, 9.4 in 100 
yards, he was 
forced into 
playing offense during his 
high school career. 
"I was extremely big 
and fast for my size," 
Thomas said. "People said 
that I wasn't supposed to do 
the things that I was able to 




But playing offense is 
not what Thomas wanted to 
do in football. Being pur-
sued
 just didn't fit his 
liking pursuing is more to 
his 
taste. 
Thomas didn't really 
know whether he would 
play football after high 
school, but when he learned
 
that SJSU planned to use 
him as a 
defensive  back 
instead of as an offensive 
back, he just couldn't
 pass 
up the offer. 
"It wasn't 
until  I got 
here that I began to enjoy 
football," Thomas
 said. 
"When  I first 
came here I 
played
 free safety 
and  last 
year I played 
cornerback.
 
It's been a 
total learning 
experience


















































(277-2576)  or 
Office  of Continuing 
Education  
(277-2182) 
In his three years of 
competition in football, 
Thomas set several pass 
interception records, in-
cluding tying the NCAA 
record of pass interception 
returned for 
touchdowns  
with five. Thomas also 
earned All-American 
honors in football, making 




Thomas will return to 
the 
SJSU football team this 
fall, despite receiving 
offers from teams such as 
the Dallas 
Cowboys
 to pass 
up his senior year. 
The Spartans face one 
of the toughest schedules 
ever as their first four 
games are against Pac-10 
teams. But Thomas says 
the gridders should be able 
to win against all of the 
Pac-10
 foes. 






 is slowly being 
hung out to dry," Thomas 
said. "Now 
you can look at 
us
 on even plane with them. 
We are just 
as








he coulU wind up 
in the precarious situation 
of playing against his 
brother Jewerl, an SJSU 
graduate, who plays for the 
Los Angeles Rams. 
"There is no animosity 
that we may have to go 
against each other and hit 
each other," Thomas said. 
"We both realize that it is 
something that we have to 
do and leave
 it at that." 
But football is a long 
way off. Thomas is more 
concerned with qualifying 
for the 100-meters this 
Saturday in Fresno at the 
Dutch Warmer
 Dam meet, 





qualified for the NCAA 
championships will be 
competing. 
But Thomas doesn't 
think that he will be pushed 
enough to qualify in Fresno 
and will be forced to run in 
Whether Thomas
 
qualifies for the 
NCAA 100 
meters or not




Because of the 
difficulty
 of 








likes of Stanley 
Floyd of 
Houston and Eric 
Brown of UCLA. 
"I'm not in the shape 
that I need to be in the
 beat 
them," Thomas said. "I 
haven't
 had enought 
quality  meets to run  
what 
they are capable of run-
ning." 
Thomas 
will go on to 
his third NCAA cham-
pionsip whether he makes 
the 100 
meter  standards or 
not because the 
SJSU 400 
meter sprint relay 








track  career 
at









 it is 






ended on a good
 note 
instead of a 





































































































































































































and we have witnesses to exactly
 what happened." 











didn't provoke it." 
Vroom also said the 
subject  of DeVarona not playing 










said.  "Then when 










think it was right.
 I've reported the 
whole incident. 





certainly think he 
DeVarona ) did 
provoke  it 
(the fight), 
Vroom  said. "I didn't 






also said the 
subject  of 
DeVarona





 came up. 
-The 




"Not  at all. I 
didn't
 make the decision
 before he 
went
 back 
into the pro 
shop."
 Vroom said 
DeVarona  probably 
realized
 he wasn't going to 
go
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 Iron, 



















































Great  Shape Me





























































































































































































































































































































































continued from page 10 
previous
 
violations. Both Vroom 
and 
















































else.  Just 
don't 





he's  not." 
"I called 
him (Vroom)up
 and he 
told me that 
my 
personality
 was not suited
 for his
 type of golf 
squad,  that I 
was too 














older  than the 
rest































































HRS: M -F 9.30 - 9:00 
Sat  9:00- 6:00 
Sun 11:00- 6:00 






 in control of his people. He 
likes to teach them how to 
act,
 how to breathe, how to do 
everything.  He's almost like 
a 
father  image, and that's the 
way he coaches. It isn't how 
good you do, it's how you act and how you behave."
 
Vroom agreed with DeVarona
 as far as the two having 
a different 
outlook. 
"He just has a 
different  set of values, 
that's
 all," 
Vroom continued. "I've 
had certain standards over
 the 
years  and I'll hold on to 




by those, why then 





 what he's done.




"Coach  Vroom 
was  saving face 
















1663 S. Bascom Ave. Campbell. CA 
classifieds
 
me off the 
team,"  
DeVarona  said. 
"He 
just
 told me 
that 
I've blown it once 
too often. I've made him look 
bad  in 
front of too many 
people,
 and that was it. He just couldn't 
handle
 me anymore." Vroom agreed.
 
"I 
don't approve at all of anything that he said or 
did," Vroom said. "I expect my people to behave in an 
adult, mature fashion 
and  I don't think that he did. I have 
certain standards I expect of them (players) in terms of 
their language, their 
behavior
 and their actions on the golf 
course. 
"I was
 wrong in the fact that I 
was swearing," 
DeVarona  admitted. "I think 
it
 got all carried out of hand 
because of the fight. That was the icing 
on
 the 




Vroom  is." 
Although 
it is still hard
 for him to 








 he is 








 tried to 
change




DeVarona  said 
he will continue
 to play 





the  man ( Vroom
 I in a 
strange
 sort of 
way," 
DeVarona  said. 
"(He) doesn't
 know much 
about 
golf swing 
technique,  but he 
knows how to 
drive a person,
 
motivate  a person.
 He helped 
me
 a lot this 
year.  He 
pushed me 
very
 hard and so!





















































 THE SAN JOSE PEACE CENTER 
Community resource 
center  for 
information on the 
military
 
draft,  nuclear 
weapOns,  
racism.  
sexism. and nulear power Get 
informed.
 then gel involved. 
Open weekday
 al ternoons at 530 
S 10th 
St
 San Jose. or 
call  16141 







 p . in the 
Good
 
Ittn . in the 
Student
 









SJSU GRADUATE and a 
20 year 
resident  of the campus 
community
 to San 
Jose
 City 
Council District Three 
Vote 
Tim Fitzgerald June 8th 
COME OUT AND JOIN US. The Gay 
, and Lesbian 
Student
 Union meets 
every 




 Rm in the 
Student  
Union For more




 Kay Cosmetics can 
 do for you "..erf 
`CbSmetics 












SANTA  CLARA STABLE 
HORSES  
rented 50/hr
 5401 Great 
America 
Parkway  



















 ALPHA MU 567 
SWIM St 






 85000 SJSU 
males  needed 
for school 
calender




to. SJSU Catender 
Suite  155 6238 
Firefly
 Or. San Jose Ca 95170 
%/omen on the river
 3 day 
 whitewater raft 
clinic.  















Wilderness  F. 

























Editing  Seminars 
offered in 


















Windmaster  Sailboards 
Brand  
New 5675 or 
best offer 
Call  Ron 
at 
773 8553 
WORSHIP  AT 
Campus  Christian 
Center Sunday. 
Lutheran  10 45 
ate
 







at 5 30 




 798 0704 for 
worship





Notable  Shires, Fr Bob 
Hayes.  













More alcohol,  better
 taste Free 
lessons
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 Engine 30 30 
Cam Mooney a 
speed 
k? 
000  or 
B 0 Ph 763 









 car buff, needs some body 
work 5500 or 
b o ph 277 8726 or 
7770108
 
For sale 1974 red Volvo Sedan 




leaving end of term must 
sell 




Ask for Brian Short or 279 4075 
Leave message 
FOR SALE 
Home Stereo Speakers 4 
way 
Pioneer spkrs
 12" woofers 
computer designed  enclosures 
















 sale,  









HELP  WANTED 
COMPANIONS TO DISABLED 
children/adults,  we 
train.
 over 
18. p/t. flex hrs .  
Start 





 wanted Full 
Part
 
Time Make money on the 
crying
 need















 738 1497 
RESTAURANT












Apply  in 
person 
565 AN 6th
 SI S 
ATTN 
NURSING  STUDENTS 
work


















 Semester Apply now 
and land a 





 Starting wage 
rate will 































 of Japanese 
food 




 $65  AN 6th
 St San Jose 
Oelivery/Pizta
 
P/T F/T Own 
Car 
w/ins
 Sales 1 







































ob,  call 
us now 23 
hour  *ark 
week.
 evening and 
Sunday  
Good 
commission  Bonuses 
Easy
 sales $125  00101300 00 per 
week 866 0750 
NURSES 
WANTED
 R 'N or LNV 
Full





















 nice kids. ages 10 




own car 15/hr Call 
777 
26/2 
atter 6p m 
National 
Television  ladies 
1871 
wanted tor
 sports event 
to he 
televised














board patient Phone 
415 342 
0579 
MAJOR IN OT, PT, 
Rev, T 
Psych.
 HinEc , Soc Wk work 
one to one with 
Devel Disabled 
persons Need car and ins Start 
$4
 70/hr
 . after 4 MO 
$4
 70/11, 
Pd Trng Call 
727 5570 
JOBS IN ALASKA! Summer/year 
round High
 pay. MOO 52000 
monthly.  All fields parks, 









AcalaneS.  No 171
 P0 
pox 
60152, Sunnyvale. CA 94048 
HANDYMAN 
$600









electrical. painting One or allot 
the above Call Don 295 7438 
HOUSING 






























































 2 bl 
from clubs
 





















 rent I $30000
 sec 





 for rent 
New  4 bdrrn
 house 
Non 
smoker  female 
APPrOk 
mi from campus Access to 
Pub  trans
 0200/mo  utilities 
included 251 5704 




Santa Cruz mountain None 35 
min from SJSU Spectacular 
view
 777 2411 or 335 5792 
Female 





Microwave  and 
more  NM 
smoker
 $110 Norma 758 1410 
Roommate
 wanted to share 3 bd 
bit 
apt for summer
 only Must 
be a non 
smelter  
Rent 
$175  a 
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runs all semester 
because we 
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blue stripe. 
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magic  My love 
In
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Creek 1246 3801' 
i 
necks°
 K se, Ill) 
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738 8765 Stuart. or 251 8518 
Jamie 
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY 70 






















Call  Invitations Ink. 
786 3444
 I Or tree estimate
 
PROF 
MEN. WOMEN IN 
TEREStE0 
IN
 'some based bus 
opp in sales and mang for 
nutri 






Birth  Control 
Pregnancy
 
Tests  Abortion 
Planned 
Parenthood  287 
7576  or 
281 
9777 
AIRLINE  CAREERS Complete list 
of all airlines, 
large  and 
foreign and domestic. flying to. 
from. within the









than 275 airlines 15 to 


















Pick up and 
delivery Call














 54 75/hr non 




typing  THE 









Abortion Services Oakland 
Feminist Women's Health 
Center 415 


































 in your 
home or 












 anytime on 
weekends  
SCIENCE. MAGIC. 
AND  FRAUD 
overlap. but can be 
distinguished 




 isa  
living
 shill Resource Ron 
Robertson is now 
available by 
appointment 
only  fOr 








BEST  FOR 
LESS. Audio 
Enterprises














plus Adui0 Calibration 
and 
consulting 
by appt For 
prices/into/order,






SUMMER IN PERU 
Earn
 college 
credit  Visit the AnlarOn. 








 Lang 277 
7576 




 travel to fib your 
budget
 New York  escape from 
$14100 Hawaii 












will  assist NW in 
making  those 
dreams come true 
free  service 
on campus ticket
 delivery free 
Call  SEVEN SEAS TVL 244 
7733 
STUDENT TRAVEL
 We are 






























Hotel  I 
Adventure  
Tours















We are a 
full service Travel 
Agency . 
Trip I Travel Planning 





95113 14081 797 1613 Hours
 

































CRUISEWORLD.  20, 
7535
 Watt 
















S599,  t. 




 Plus St 
ID's, 
'Sadnesses. Tours. Youth Hostel 
Passes
 and 
more Call or come 












includes  3 wks lang
 lesson. 
Hotel Trips 4 sess orientation 
in L A . Airfare
 
Dept  Tune 
7I 
July 19. Aug 16. info U 
Japan CHAS Culture





7111 617 2030 
SORENSEN'S  Your all 
season 
resort






























deadlines  guaranteed  
Report,,
 theses,  reSurneS, 
research papers. etc Work
 
PerfOrined






nominal fee Here is to another 




FULL SERVICE WORD 
PROCESSING










14081 370 7687 
TYPING 
thesis Term Papers. etc 
Experienced  and 
Fast, 
Reasonable Rates Phone 269 
864.1 
"NOT TOO SHABBY
-Say  my 














Double  Spaced 




 Call Pat at 356 
7085 
1 TYPE 














Selectric  II. Fast.
 Accurate 
Correct 






















 also do 
repetitious
 















 typing and editing
 
E 
yperiented  and 
versatile
 Wrd 














 E so 






















Santa Clara Area 796 
7087 
Free 







737  0155 
Word 
Processing  for all 
your  
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Sailors in the fleet 
range from 8 -year
-olds  to tio- r -
olds.
 McQuade said, and both 
sexes are good sailors. 
Who learns the fastest? 
Not  the jocks, as some might think. 
The
 people 
who  learn tht fastest are 
the women." 
McQuade
 said. They assume
 they can't do it and 
they  
listen to the lesson. 
"The people who 
learn tne slowest are the athletes,"
 
she said.
 "They don't listen. They think 
they know it and 
they don't." 
McQuade
 said that when the jocks
 come back to learn 
the 
lesson
 again, they are quite humble. 
Lessons run 
$30 for however long it takes
 to give a 
person the basics
 of the sport. The plan 
involves  the "dry 
land trainer," a 




mounted  on shock absorbers. 
The 
trainer  gives the student the 
same  sensation he 
will get out on 
the water. McQuade said 
that a person 
could 
save
 60 hours of practice time by 
using  the trainer. 
Once a person
 has learned to sail 
on
 the trainer, 
boards are available 
to
 rent or buy. Rentals run 
$5 per 
hour on week days and $10
 per hour on  weekends. Rental 
is 
often the best way to go for the 
younger sailors since 
buying
 is something of an investment. 
A new board 
with all the equipment 
costs  $1,060 while 
used boards
 run about $600, 
according
 to McQuade. 
As a person's
 skills on a windsurfer
 progress, they 
often leave the lakes and
 seek out the stronger winds on 
the San 
Francisco Bay. Winds there
 often reach 35 knots 
about 38 miles per 
hour.  
"I used to 
sail out under the Golden Gate Bridge,"
 
McQuade said. "It's the ultimate." 
Windsurfers  have no trouble 
going out in breezes that 
would keep other
 sailboats in the 
harbor  because the 
shape of the hull of a 
windsurfer is designed 
differently.  
The windsurfers 




"It  has a planing ( flat i 
hull
 so all the 
winds do is pick it up 
and make it skim across the
 water." 
The hull is so 
efficient  that windsurfers
 have been 
clocked moving 1.5 
times faster than the 
wind.  This is 
quite  a bit better than an 
ordinary sailboat. 
Another design 
advantage  for windsurfing 
on
 the bay 
is that if a windsurfer falls off
 his board, the sail and mast 
drop  into the  water and the 
board
 stops dead. This makes 
it easier
























 are a separate class of boat, 
according to 
the International Yacht Racing Authority, and are raced 
everywhere  in the world. 
McQuade's shop 




 can race every day
 somewhere in Santa
 Clara 
(7ounty," McQuade said. "And any race 
we
 have,




And  just who races? 
Just about everyone. 
"The best racers 
are the teenage males," 
McQuade 
explained. "They are 
lighter, crazier and have 
more
 time 
to get out and practice." 
But 
racing isn't limited to the
 boys. The shop also 
sponsors a women's racing team. 
Linda 
Procella, operations director for the
 shop, leads 
the 
women's
 team. She puts the 
emphasis  on precision 
rather  than strength in sailing. 
"We are trying to give the women expertise 
in sailing 
technique to 
make  up for what they 
lack
 in brute 
strength," 
Procella
 said. "We are concentrating




















































































Even though the 
SJSU  club is 
not 
interested  in 
the  
sport there are plenty of people in the area who are. 





because it takes a lot of energy to keep 




wind it can be 
tiring to hang on to a 
sail,  but 
windsurfers
 
ei: joy it. 
McQuade summed





dig at the big sailboats. 
"When we 
sail  on the bay, the 






















 Fleet 44 at 866-SURF. 
We
 
think  our 
youth  
deserves
 more credit. 
You've just 
joined  
the sk (irking %%odd. And 
you're finding 
out a lot about getting turned 
down. 
Mu  need credit. And 
/hey smile, shake their 
heads,
 and say "We're 
sorry.-  Very politclv 
You
 
haven't lived in one 
place long enough. You 
haven't had a job very long.
 Thu don't make 
enough. lOti have no 
credit  history.. 
At 
Downey Savings & Loan. we remember 
what getting started 
was like. Come in. See us. 
Let's talk about the credit we think
 you deserve. 
That first credit card is the hardest one to get. 
We're
 trying to make it easier. 
When 
you  open a checking account,  we may be 
able to give you a check guarantee card. And 
overdraft protection. Then, after a short "get-
ting acquainted- period. you can 
apply  for a 
MasterCard II®. It's "plastic money- that works 
like a check. 
They're the basics. But they're 
a start on estab-
lishing your own good credit. 
At 
Downey.,
 we don't 
charge 
you




 We pay you. 
314(.:
 interest. 







 can mess up your 
credit.  With Downey's Write.l.hru checks you'll 
never forget. They give you a 
carbon  copy of 
every 
check  ylni write. 
Like a lot 
of
 financial institutions, we offer a lot
 
of 
free services. Free 
checks,  travelers 
checks,
 
money  orders and so on. But where the 
others 
might require a SI(XX) minimum balance in your 
checking account, we give you the free services 
ss ith a S2.50 minimum balance. 
Getting
 started and getting ahead takes getting 
around. 
That  
means  a good,
 reliable car. 
And, 
as a 









 a small oneis a 
credit reference. And it's the best way to 
go 
about 
getting  those things you have your heart 








 for the future. 
We figure it this way: If we help you get started, 
you'll remember to come to us for the help 
you'll need along the way. And, when you've 
made it. Even to the 
time when you need a 
place to put it for safe -keeping, (and high inter-
est). 
That's  what
 we're here for. Because if we 
don't give you the credit 
you deserve, who will? 
Right now, there's 
something  special going on at 
Downey.
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